The impact of cerebral metastases growth pattern on neurosurgical treatment.
The surgical resection of cerebral metastases is one key element in a multimodal therapy of brain oligometastatic patients. Standard surgery alone is often not sufficient to achieve local control. Various reasons have been discussed including microscopic and macroscopic tumor rests after surgery and different growth patterns of cerebral metastases: In this review, we assessed the surgical standard technique and then analyzed the growth pattern of cerebral metastases and discussed its oncologic impact and new strategies in the surgical management of cerebral metastases. A major percentage of cerebral metastases are not sharply delimitated but show an irregular tumor-brain interface or even an infiltrative growth pattern. Different patterns of adjacent brain invasions have been described and may correlate with the prognosis of patients with cerebral metastasis. Even metastases of the same histological subtype and the same origin show a heterogeneous brain invasion pattern. Future therapeutic strategies might have to take this heterogeneity into account. An infiltrative growth pattern of cerebral metastases might be one reason for their extraordinary high local recurrence rate and might have an influence on the individual overall survival. An intraoperative detection of residual tumor and development of more radical surgical techniques is therefore an important neurooncological challenge and might result in better tumor control. Supramarginal resection of cerebral metastases is a promising approach.